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Abstract

We examine how self-selection of workers into �rms depends on the power of the

�rms�incentive schemes and how it a¤ects the performance of �rms that increase the

power of the incentive schemes. In a laboratory experiment, we let subjects choose

between (low-powered) team incentives and (high-powered) individual incentives.

We observe that subjects exhibiting high trust or reciprocity in the trust game

are more likely to choose team incentives. When exposed to individual incentives,

workers who chose team incentives perform worse if both the unobservable interde-

pendency between workers and their incentive to cooperate under team incentives

are high.
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1 Introduction

A reorganisation in a �rm or the restructuring of the public sector often involves proposals

to increase the power of employees�incentive schemes. Recent examples of such proposals

in the public sector are with respect to teachers, employment o¢ ces, and medical practices

(see Burgess and Ratto (2003) for a survey). Indeed, there is some empirical evidence

that high-powered incentive schemes improve workers�performance. For instance, Lazear

(2000) studies the behaviour of 3,000 employees of a car glass company that changed

the compensation method from an hourly wage to piece-rate pay. This shift could be

interpreted as a move from a low-powered incentive scheme to a high-powered one. Lazear

observes that the average output per worker increases by 44%. Nalbantian and Schotter

(1997) �nd similar evidence in laboratory experiments. They compare payment schemes

with low-powered incentives (such as revenue sharing) and high-powered ones (such as

tournaments). They document that high-powered incentive schemes perform much better

than low-powered ones.

However, the literature also o¤ers mechanisms which explain why low-powered incen-

tive schemes may perform well. These include intrinsic motivation, positive reinforcement,

mutual monitoring among team members, and opportunities for workers to reciprocate

among each other within a team (see, e.g., Kandel and Lazear (1992), Gneezy and Rus-

tichini (2000), Minkler (2004), and Canton (2005)). In questionnaires, workers indicate
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that they very much appreciate non-pecuniary motivations like intrinsic incentives to per-

form the job (Frey and Jegen (2001)) as well as a fair relationship with the employer

(Fehr and Schmidt (2004)). Indeed, Lavy (2002) (teachers), Knez and Simester (2001)

(airlines), and Hamilton et al. (2003) (the garment industry) provide evidence on teams

in which (low-powered) team incentives do perform well. More generally, low-powered

incentive schemes may outperform high-powered ones when the latter crowd out intrinsic

motivation (Frey and Jegen (2001)).

In this paper, we study the e¤ect of increasing the power of employees� incentive

schemes in a setting where worker types self-selected into �rms before being aware of the

change in incentive scheme. Indeed, crowding-out of intrinsic motivation may be ampli�ed

when intrinsically motivated workers self-selected into �rms with low-powered incentives

(Delfgaauw and Dur (2008)). We examine how self-selection of workers into �rms depends

on the preferences for reciprocity and on the power of the �rms�incentive schemes, and

how it a¤ects the performance of �rms that increase the power of the incentive schemes.

We answer these questions using a laboratory experiment. We use a laboratory exper-

iment to answer our research questions because �eld data are likely to su¤er from mea-

surement and identi�cation problems. Measurement problems may, for instance, arise

in connection to workers�output. Even if output is measurable, the researcher has no

information on an individual�s e¤ort and preferences. Identi�cation problems may occur

because it is not straightforward to isolate the e¤ect of the power of the incentive scheme
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on a worker�s performance from other e¤ects. In contrast, in the laboratory we can ob-

serve each subject�s e¤ort and measure their preferences, and we can expose the same

individual to di¤erent payment schemes and observe her reaction, while keeping the rest

of the environment constant.

In our experiment, subjects perform two tasks in a simple production game. In Task

1, they produce their own output, while in Task 2, they increase the output of the col-

league in their team. Before they perform the tasks, subjects have to choose between two

payment schemes: A low-powered one and a high-powered one. Subjects choosing the

same scheme are matched together. Under either scheme, their payment is based on both

team performance and individual performance. In the high-powered one, individual per-

formance has a higher weight in the payment. For 10 rounds, subjects participate under

the scheme they have chosen. Next, all subjects play 10 more rounds in which they are

paid according to the high-powered payment scheme. A priori, it is not clear whether the

performance will improve for those who had chosen the low-powered incentive scheme.

The higher power of the scheme may induce workers to expend more e¤ort in Task 1

because they obtain a higher payment for their own output. However, this e¤ect may be

counterbalanced because workers no longer have the incentive to reward their colleague

for high e¤ort in Task 1 with high e¤ort in Task 2. In other words, reciprocal behaviour is

not triggered by the high-powered incentive scheme because money-maximizing workers

exert high e¤ort in Task 1 in the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. The latter e¤ect
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may be strong because in the self-selection process, reciprocators may be more likely to

choose to work for a low-powered incentive scheme than money-maximisers. However, also

money-maximisers who have trust in others to cooperate in both tasks may choose the

low-powered incentive scheme so that they can choose to free-ride in Task 2. To analyse

the role of trust and reciprocity, we let subjects submit strategies in the trust game and

use these as measures for these characteristics.

Our experimental �ndings show that trust and reciprocity are important determinants

of subjects�sorting behavior. The more a subject trusts and the higher her propensity

to reciprocate the more likely she is to choose the low-powered payment scheme. Indeed,

we observe reciprocal behaviour in the low-powered incentive scheme in the sense that

a subject is more likely to expend high e¤ort in Task 2 if both she and her colleague

exert high e¤ort in Task 1. We also �nd that increasing the power of the incentive

scheme has ambiguous e¤ects: Subjects who choose the low-powered incentive scheme

increase output when confronted with high-powered incentives if and only if the bene�ts

from (unobservable) cooperation are high, from both the individual�s and the team�s

viewpoint. Self-selection partly explains why workers may perform worse if the power of

their incentive scheme is increased.

Self-selection of employees in �rms has received some attention in the empirical lit-

erature in the past few years. In his �eld experiment in a car glass company, Lazear

(2000) not only observes that the average output per worker went up when the company
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increased the power of its workers�incentive scheme, he also �nds that the �rm was in-

creasingly able to attract productive workers. Hamilton et al. (2003) �nd the opposite

e¤ect in a study in a garment factory: They observe that high-ability workers are more

likely to join teams than low-ability workers.

Self-selection into payment schemes has also been studied in the laboratory. Dohmen

and Falk (2006), Cadsby et al. (2007), and Eriksson and Villeval (2008) observe that the

more productive a subject is the more likely she is to opt for a high-powered payment

scheme. In contrast to us, those authors do not examine the e¤ect of increasing the

power of the incentive scheme for those who choose the low-powered one (i.e. a �xed

payment). Keser and Montmarquette (2009) have a similar set-up as ours, with the

di¤erences that (1) they let each subject stay in the same two-player team for the duration

of the experiment and (2) by construction, the maximum payo¤ is higher under team

incentives than under individualistic incentives, while in our set-up it is the same. Keser

and Montmarquette observe that team incentives are popular, and frequently lead to high

output. In our experiment, subjects are randomly rematched after each production game

so that trigger strategies cannot explain the instances of cooperation we observe.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we discuss the design

of the experiment and our hypotheses. Section 3 includes the experimental observations.

Section 4 concludes.
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2 The experiment

In this section, we describe the design of our experiment and the hypotheses that we wish

to test based on the results from the theory.

2.1 Design

In the year 2004, we ran 9 experimental sessions.1 Altogether, 172 students from Tilburg

University participated. Participants were paid for all points they earned in the ex-

periment (on average 13 Euro including a 5 Euro participation fee for a session lasting

approximately 1.5 hours). The experiments were fully computerised, programmed, and

conducted using z-Tree (Fischbacher (2007)). Upon arrival at a session, participants were

randomly seated at computer cubicles which were separated by blinds. During the exper-

iment, communication other than via the computer was prohibited.

Of the 172 subjects, 134 participated in the main design, while 38 entered control

sessions (see further below). In each experimental session of the main design, subjects

had to make decisions at four subsequent stages:

1. the trust game;

2. a �labour market�in which subjects chose between TEAM and INDI;

3. the production game (10 rounds) in the chosen incentive scheme TEAM or INDI;

1Instructions are available at http://www.sanderonderstal.com/Instructions/SelfselectionP2.doc.
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4. the production game (10 rounds) in INDI.

Subjects only received instructions for the stage that they were on, and were not

informed about the stages to follow. Moreover, no feedback on the trust game was given

before the end of the experiment so as not to contaminate further decision making in the

main part of the experiment.

Let us discuss the experiment in detail. We used the trust game to measure subjects�

reciprocity and trust (i.e. their belief in others�reciprocity). Berg et al. (1995) designed

the trust game to mimic a situation in which two players, a sender and a receiver, can

pro�t if trust exists between them. The sender has to decide how much of her 10 point

endowment to transfer to the receiver. This money is then tripled and the receiver has to

decide how much money (if any) to return to the sender. In the unique subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium of the trust game, a money maximizing receiver will return zero, so that

a money-maximizing sender will transfer zero. However, senders who expect receivers

to be su¢ ciently reciprocal have the incentive to transfer a strictly positive amount of

money. We, therefore, use a subject�s action in the role of sender to evaluate her level of

trust, and her strategy in the role of receiver to measure her level of reciprocity.

In order to obtain a measure of both trust and reciprocity for each subject, we used a

strategy method behind the veil of ignorance.2 We asked subjects to submit strategies for

2Vyrastekova and Onderstal (2010) discuss this design and observe that subjects behave similarly as
in the standard trust game design.
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both roles of the trust game, i.e. they �rst decided how much to transfer to the receiver

in the role of sender, and then how much to return to the sender for every level of transfer

the sender could make. At the very end of the experimental session, we let the computer

decide at random which role each subject would play and to whom she would be matched.3

We paid subjects according to the strategies they submitted for the role that was assigned

by the computer. A measure of a subject�s trust is how much she transfers in the role of

sender (which is an integer between 0 and 10).4 A measure of a subject�s reciprocity is

the average fraction she returns in the role of receiver (a number between 0 and 1).

In the second stage of the experiment, we present subjects with a choice between

the production games INDI and TEAM. Both are 2-stage games. The two subjects

provide input in two subsequent parts. In part 1, each subject independently chooses

e¤ort e 2 fL;Hg. In Task 2, after observing the e¤ort of the other subject, each subject

chooses a reward r 2 f0; Rg. Two subjects who opt for the same scheme form a team and

interact in the game of their choice. Table 1 below includes the parameters of TEAM and

INDI. Four sessions used parametrisation P1 and three sessions parametrisation P2 (see

table 2).

We interpret the actions of the subjects as follows. Both are workers in a �rm. �e = H�

3In this way, the behavior of others in the trust game cannot a¤ect the interaction in the main
experimental game, being the production game.

4We are aware of the fact that the sender�s motivation to transfer money in the trust game may go
beyond the belief in positive reciprocity (Charness (2004)). For instance, risk and betrayal aversion might
a¤ect sender�s decision to send money in the trust game (see Schechter (2007) and Bohnet and Zeckhauser
(2004) respectively). However, Vyrastekova and Garikipati (2005) provide evidence that transfers are a
reasonable measure of belief in positive reciprocity.
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Parametrisation P1

INDI TEAM

Part 1 e = H e = L Part 1 e = H e = L
e = H 6,6 4,4 e = H 6,6 0,8

e = L 4,4 2,2 e = L 8,0 2,2

Part 2 r = R r = 0 Part 2 r = R r = 0
r = R 8,8 -6,14 r = R 8,8 -2,10

r = 0 14,-6 0,0 r = 0 10,-2 0,0

Parametrisation P2

INDI TEAM

Part 1 e = H e = L Part 1 e = H e = L
e = H 6,6 4,2 e = H 6,6 -1,-1

e = L 2,4 0,0 e = L -1,-1 0,0

Part 2 r = R r = 0 Part 2 r = R r = 0
r = R 6,6 -6,12 r = R 6,6 -1,7

r = 0 12,-6 0,0 r = 0 7,-1 0,0

Table 1: Experiment payo¤ matrices of the production games

Parametrisation P1 Parametrisation P2

Number of sessions 4 3
Number of subjects 78 56

Table 2: Experimental sessions

[�e = L�] refers to exerting high [low] e¤ort in producing own output, �r = R� to

rewarding/helping the team mate, which increases the team mate�s output, and �r = 0�

to not doing so.5 The pay-o¤ for the subjects is higher if both choose e = H [r = R]

than if both choose e = L [r = 0]. The interpretation is that the �rm shares the fruits of

high output with the workers. The di¤erence between INDI and TEAM is that in INDI,

5In the experiment, we used neutral labels: �PULL� instead of e = H, �PUSH� instead of e = L,
�GIVE�instead of r = R, and �KEEP�instead of r = 0.
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a worker is mainly rewarded for her own output. So, her pay-o¤s are high if she chooses

e = H in part 1 and if her team mate chooses r = R in part 2. In contrast, in TEAM,

workers are to a large extent rewarded by team output, so relative to INDI, they have

more incentives to opt for e = L in part 1 and fewer incentives to choose r = 0 in part 2.6

In each round, a subject was assigned to another anonymous co-player from among

the subjects who chose the same scheme.7 This matching procedure was known to the

subjects.8 Of the 134 subjects in the main design, 6 could not continue into the production

game because an odd number of subjects entered either of the two schemes.

After 10 rounds, we informed subjects that they would play 10 more rounds in which

all participated in INDI. We rematched them after each round, but only among those

who chose the same scheme in the labour market. Having also �nished these 10 rounds,

6The parameters are consistent with the following production game. The costs of e¤ort are c(ei), with
c(L) = 0 < c(H) < H � L. Cost of reward are k(ri) where k(0) = 0 and 0 < k(R) < R. An agent�s
e¤ort raises her own output, while her reward raises the output of her team member (which could be
interpreted as helping the other person or being cooperative with her). More precisely, the relationship
between the e¤orts and the rewards of players i and j forming one team and the output oi of player i is
oi = ei + rj , fi; jg = f1; 2g:
Player i�s payment equals pi = �oi + (1� �) oj , fi; jg = f1; 2g, where � is a measure of the extent to

which an agent�s own output determines her payment. In the extreme case where � = 1, only her own
output determines what she gets, while the other extreme � = 1

2 indicates that the payments are only
based on total team performance.
The following table includes the parameters for the two parametrisations:

H L c(H) R k(R) �INDI �TEAM
Parametrisation P1 18 2 12 16 8 7

8
5
8

Parametrisation P2 14 0 8 14 8 6
7

1
2

7When an odd number of subjects chose either scheme, one or two subjects were randomly excluded
from continuing in the experiment, so that we could match the subjects into pairs.

8Subjects did not know how many others chose the same scheme. Therefore, they could not condition
their behavior on the self-selection procedure outcome. In each session, more than four subjects self-
selected into each scheme so that we did not observe repeated interaction of a �xed matched pair.
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the subjects learned the results of the trust game and their accumulated earnings for the

whole experiment, and were paid by us in cash.

In order to evaluate how self-selection a¤ects our results, we ran a control session

where we forced all subjects to start with TEAM. We did so with 18 and 20 subjects in

P1 and P2 respectively. In both control sessions, the procedures were kept as similar to the

other sessions as possible. Subjects submitted the trust game strategies, and then played

10 rounds of the production game under TEAM incentives in the given parametrisation.

Afterwards, we informed subjects that they would participate in 10 more rounds and

we exposed them to the TEAM scheme in the other parametrisation. We chose this

approach so as to let subjects earn approximately the same amount of income as in the

other sessions. In our analysis, we only compare TEAM without self-selection in rounds

1 to 10 to TEAM with self-selection (rounds 1 to 10 as well).

2.2 Hypotheses

In this subsection, we formulate the hypotheses that we wish to test using experimental

data. In order to do so, let us have a closer look at the pay-o¤ tables in table 1. First, note

that for money-maximizing subjects, the 2-stage games have a unique subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium (SPNE). In the SPNE of INDI [TEAM], both team members choose

e = H [e = L] in part 1 and r = 0 in part 2. It is readily veri�ed that in the SPNE

a subject�s pay-o¤ is higher in INDI than in TEAM. Therefore, a money-maximizing
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subject will always choose INDI. Moreover, the power of incentives in INDI is higher than

in TEAM. The reason is that in task 1 of INDI, e = H is the SPNE strategy, in contrast

to TEAM, while both choose the same action in task 2.

However, TEAM may yield a better outcome than INDI if the population contains

su¢ ciently many reciprocal subjects, i.e. subjects who wish to cooperate as long as their

team mate does so as well. A reciprocator may play the following �tit-for-tat�strategy

in TEAM: She starts o¤ by choosing e = H in part 1, and she continues to cooperate

by choosing r = R in part 2 if and only if the other team member chooses e = H part

1 as well. Note that in TEAM, a money maximizing subject (i.e., non-reciprocal) may

�free-ride� on a reciprocal subject by choosing e = H in part 1 and r = 0 in part 2.

Observe that the money maximiser obtains a higher pay-o¤ in TEAM than in INDI if she

meets a reciprocator who plays the above �tit-for-tat�strategy.

So, the most important determinant for subjects to choose TEAM seems to be their

level of trust. Those who trust the other subject to reciprocate have an incentive to enter

TEAM. Others perfer INDI.

Hypothesis 1a: Labor market. Subjects with a high trust level are more likely to

choose TEAM than those with a low one.

Hypothesis 1b: Actions. Subjects who choose INDI play e = H in Task 1 and r = 0

in Task 2. Reciprocal subjects who choose TEAM play e = H in Task 1 and, if the
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other does so as well, chooses r = R in Task 2 and r = 0 otherwise. Non-reciprocal

subjects who choose TEAM play e = H in Task 1 and r = 0 in Task 2.

Next, we spell out the hypothesis most relevant for policy: Does a team perform better

the higher the power of the incentive scheme? If we assume an increasing relationship

between the subjects�payo¤s and the pro�ts of the �rm, the answer is no. The reason is

that subjects will only choose a scheme if they expect the payments under this scheme to

be higher than under the other scheme.

Hypothesis 2: The power of incentives. Subjects who choose to play TEAM in rounds

1-10 produce more in rounds 1-10 than in rounds 11-20 (in which they play INDI).

We may �nd support for hypothesis 2 if reciprocal subjects self-selected in TEAM.

Indeed, if su¢ ciently many subjects choose e = H in Task 1 and r = R in task 2, they

perform worse in INDI.

Finally, we address the question to which extent self-selection contributes to TEAM

outperforming INDI - if it does. Subjects may select TEAM to express their willingness

to provide high e¤ort without explicit monetary incentives. It is especially relevant when

we think of �rms operating under team-based incentives. The incentive scheme is usually

known to the workers entering the �rm beforehand, i.e., it is one of the factors upon which

they select the �rm. If self-selection matters then it generates a reason for the �rm to

stick to TEAM incentives. We can evaluate the role of self-selection for the success of
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team-based incentives by comparing the behaviour of subjects in TEAM who self-selected

this scheme, to subjects who were forced to play TEAM. If more cooperation is found

in the former group, then self-selection is responsible for at least part of the success of

TEAM.

Hypothesis 3: Self-selection. Subjects who select TEAM in the main design (in which

they can choose between TEAM and INDI) are more likely to choose e = H in task

1 and r = R in task 2 than those who participate in the control design (in which all

play TEAM).

Hypothesis 3 will not be rejected if the initial sorting of subjects into TEAM and

INDI results in higher payo¤s for subjects in TEAM. The driving force may be that those

who choose TEAM trust more and are more reciprocal than those choosing INDI. If all

subjects are forced to play TEAM, less reciprocity may be realised, so that the output in

TEAM ends up being lower than it would be under sorting. Note that all hypotheses will

be rejected if the population only contains money-maximizing subjects.

3 Data analysis

In this section, we address the results from our experiment in the light of the three

hypotheses formulated above. We �nd support for the �rst hypothesis for parametrisation

P1, and all hypotheses for P2. Before discussing these observations in more detail, we
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wish to note that the �ndings in our trust game set-up do no di¤er substantially from

the observations in Berg et al.�s (1995) standard trust game (quoted in brackets). In

our experiment, senders transfer, on average, 51% (52%) of their endowment to receivers,

while 9% (6%) of them send nothing. Receivers return on average 36% (30%) of the

sender�s transfer.

3.1 Labour market and actions

A substantial fraction of subjects chooses TEAM in both parametrisations: 34% in P1 and

44% in P2. This �nding allows us to reject the hypothesis that all select INDI, which is the

optimal choice if all play according to the SPNE. Figures 1 and 2 present subjects�choices

in the trust game conditional on the payment scheme they selected. From these �gures, it

becomes clear that those who choose TEAM trust more and are more reciprocal. Subjects

selecting INDI send on average 4.6 points while those selecting TEAM send signi�cantly

more, 5.5 points (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0:049). Subjects selecting TEAM return a

fraction that leaves senders�investment pro�table (i.e. more than one third of the received

number of points), unlike subjects selecting INDI who return less than senders sent to

them.
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Figure 1: Reciprocity by subjects who selected INDI and TEAM.

Figure 2: Distribution of �trust�by subjects who selected INDI and TEAM.

Table 3 includes Probit estimates for the choice of TEAM. The outcomes show that

there is a non-linear relationship between trust and reciprocity on one hand, and the
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choice of the payment scheme on the other. Both trust and reciprocity have a positive

e¤ect on the choice of TEAM (in line with the above non-parametric tests). However, the

interaction term is negative and (weakly) signi�cant. Its parameter estimate implies that

given values of reciprocity below 0.57, higher trust makes entry into TEAM more likely.

Variable Coe¢ cient estimate Standard error

Trust 0.057** (0.024)

Reciprocity 0.74** (0.33)

Trust * reciprocity - 0.10* (0.052)

P2-dummy - 0.059 (0.089)

# observations 134

Log Likelihood - 85.44

* [**] indicates signi�cance at the 10% [5%] level.

Table 3: Probit estimates of choice of TEAM. The coe¢ cients are expressed as marginal
e¤ects.

These observations have two implications. First, subjects who exhibit high trust are

likely to enter TEAM, in line with hypothesis 1a. Second, TEAM may attract �free-

riders�: People who believe that su¢ ciently many other are reciprocators, without hav-

ing the attention to reciprocate themselves. In other words, these subjects may imitate

behaviour of reciprocators in Task 1, but free-ride on them in Task 2. Consequently, the

TEAM scheme attracts reciprocal as well as money-maximizing subjects, as long as their

trust is su¢ ciently high.9

Observation 1a (Labor market): A nonnegligible fraction of subjects (more than one

9We tested for the possibility of multi-collinearity between Trust and Reciprocity, and found this not
to be of importance.
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third in both parametrisations) selects TEAM. On average, subjects who do so trust

more and are more reciprocal than subjects who opt for INDI. However, money-

maximisers (subjects with low reciprocity levels) also enter TEAM if their trust-level

is su¢ ciently high.

We now turn to analyzing subjects� strategies under the payment scheme of their

choice. From Figure 3, we derive that in Task 1, subjects in INDI choose nearly exclusively

e = H (consistent with the SPNE). Also in TEAM, we observe e = H: In parametrisation

P1 [P2] on average 31% [69%] of subjects choose e = H. This observation is somewhat

surprising: We expect someone who enters TEAM to always play e = H, hoping that her

team mate will choose r = R in Task 2. One explanation for this discrepancy is that

subjects entered TEAM by mistake. There is indeed support for this suggestion. Subjects

choosing e = L in TEAM send signi�cantly less points in the trust game than subjects

choosing e = H in the same scheme (5:2 points vs. 6:1 points in P1 and 4:1 points vs. 6:4

points in P2 with p-values of the Mann-Whitney U tests being p = 0:059 and p = 0:000;

respectively). This means that their trust is lower than for subjects entering TEAM who

choose e = H. However, low trust implies that they should prefer INDI.
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Figure 3: Action e = H in Task 1 for P1 and P2.

Figure 4 indicates that high e¤ort in Task 2 (r = R) is much more likely in TEAM

than in INDI, especially when both subjects chose high e¤ort in Task 1 (e = H). We

use a conditional Logit model to investigate whether subjects employ the above �tit-for-

tat strategy� in Task 2 (see Table 4 for the estimates). This speci�cation accounts for

subject-speci�c e¤ects because a subject�s choices in Tasks 1 and 2 may depend on her

individual characteristics. For both P1 and P2, it is apparent that the probability of

choosing r = R is highest when both players chose e = H in Task 1 (the coe¢ cients on

any other history observed are signi�cant and negative). Moreover, we observe that those

who choose r = R in TEAM are more likely to be reciprocators than those who choose

r = 0. In the trust game, the former return on average 51% [39%] of the sent amount

in P1 [P2], while the latter return on average 39% (25%). The di¤erence is signi�cant
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in both cases (Mann�Whitney U test, p = 0:090 [p = 0:008]). So, reciprocators are less

inclined to �free ride�in Task 2.

Figure 4: Action r = R in Task 2 for P1 and P2.

Part 1 action Parametrisation

Player Co-player P1 P2

e = H e = H reference group

e = H e = L - 1.54 (0.637)*** -3.41 (0.851)***

e = L e = H - 1.63 (0.678)*** - 3.13 (0.885)***

e = L e = L - 1.91 (0.607)*** - 1.98 (0.957)**

Number of observations 190 120

Dropped (no variation) 130 60

Log likelihood -70.809 -32.249

** [***] indicates signi�cance at the 5% [1%] level.

Table 4: Conditional Logit model estimates for the probability of r = R in Stage 2
(standard errors between brackets).
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Observation 1b (Actions): In INDI, in the far majority of cases, subjects choose e = H

and r = 0, which is the SPNE. In TEAM, many subjects deviate from the SPNE by

choosing e = H or r = R. Those who select TEAM are more likely to choose r = R

in Task 2 if they observe history (e = H, e = H) in Task 1 than another history. In

TEAM, a subject is more likely to opt for r = R the more reciprocal she is.

3.2 The power of incentives

Is it pro�table for the �rm to increase the power of the incentive scheme? Table 5 sum-

marizes the performance of INDI and TEAM. It contains the average pro�ts per subject

and per round in the self-selected scheme in rounds 1-10 for both parametrisations. In

P1 [P2], INDI is signi�cantly more [less] pro�table than TEAM for both the �rm and the

workers. Moreover, in both parametrisations, individuals who self-select into TEAM earn

signi�cantly more than the payo¤ predicted by the Nash equilibrium for this scheme.

Payo¤ in SPNE Average payo¤ Mann-Whitney U test

Parametrisation INDI TEAM INDI TEAM INDI = TEAM

P1 6 2 6.6 (0.2) 4.6 (0.28) p = 0.000

P2 6 0 6.3 (0.16) 6.6 (0.39) p = 0.002

Table 5: Average and Nash equilibrium payo¤s per subject per round in the self-selected
scheme (rounds 1 to 10) and Mann-Whitney U test (standard errors between brackets).

These observations suggest that the �rm can increase output by switching from TEAM
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to INDI in parametrisation P1, but not in P2. This is indeed what we �nd. Figures 5

and 6 display actions chosen in rounds 11 to 20 in Task 1 and Task 2, respectively. They

correspond closely to the SPNE.

Figure 5: Action e = H in Task 1 for P1 and P2.

Figure 6: Action r = R in Task 2 for P1 and P2.
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Table 6 presents the average payo¤s for subjects who chose TEAM in periods 1 to

10 (in which they play TEAM) and periods 11 to 20 (in which they play INDI). The

economic performance of the subjects who chose TEAM signi�cantly changes when they

are forced to play INDI. However, the change is not unidirectional. In parametrisation

P1, we observe a signi�cant increase in output. The opposite is found in parametrisation

P2: Performance is worse in INDI than in TEAM. Therefore, increasing the power of the

incentive scheme is not pro�table in P2. Note that these observations cannot be related

to the subject pool composition, because subjects are matched in the same subset of the

pool as when they play according to the self-selected scheme.

Payo¤ in SPNE Avg. payo¤ of those choosing TEAM Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test

Parametrisation INDI TEAM TEAM (rounds 1-10) INDI (rounds 11-20)

P1 6 2 4.6 (0.28) 6.1 (0.11) p=0.001

P2 6 0 6.6 (0.39) 6.1 (0.18) p=0.044

Table 6: Average and Nash equilibrium payo¤s for 10 rounds in the forced payment
scheme TEAM only for subjects who previously self-selected into INDI.

Observation 2 (The power of incentives): Subjects who choose TEAM, when ex-

posed to INDI, improve performance in parametrisation P1, but not in P2, in which

performance is worse.

The explanation behind this observation may be that cooperation is more attractive

in P2 than in P1. In P2, subjects lose more points (6� 0 = 6) when they fail to initiate
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cooperation than in P1 (where they lose 6 � 2 = 4 points). At the same time, the

incentives to free-ride on a cooperator are higher in P1 than in P2 (2 points vs. 1 point).

As a result, we expect subjects to be less successful in sustaining cooperation in P1 than

in P2. Therefore, in the case of strong (unobservable) interdependency between workers

and strong incentives to cooperate under team incentives, switching from team incentives

to individual incentives does not improve performance.

3.3 Self-selection

We have observed that in P2, subject who self-select in TEAM perform worse once they

are forced to play INDI. Is the success of TEAM explained by the fact that reciprocal

subjects choose TEAM in the labour market? We compare the actions in the production

game in Figure 7 (Task 1) and Figure 8 (Task 2) with the control group which was forced

to play TEAM. We �nd that in P1, self-selection has no e¤ect (p = 0:909 Mann-Whitney

U test). However, in parametrisation P2, subjects earn signi�cantly more in the sessions

when they sort themselves into TEAM than when we force them to do so (p = 0:016

Mann-Whitney U test). More speci�cally, those who self-select are signi�cantly more

likely to choose e = H in Task 1 (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0:012), and r = R in Task

2 (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0:005).
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Figure 7: Action e = H in Task 1 for parametrizations P1 and P2 in the self-selected

TEAM and in control TEAM sessions.

Figure 8: Action r = R in Task 2 for parametrization (i) P1 and (ii) P2 in the

self-selected TEAM and in control TEAM sessions.
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Observation 3 (Self-selection): The impact of self-selection on subjects�behaviour in

TEAM is small in parametrisation P1. In contrast, in P2, subjects in the control

treatment (who are forced to play TEAM) perform worse than those who select

TEAM in the main design.

Because in P2, performance in TEAM is better if subjects can self-select in this scheme,

self-selection contributes to an explanation why TEAM performs better than INDI in P2.

In other words, self-selection partly explains why an increase in the power of the incentive

scheme may have counterproductive e¤ects.

4 Conclusions

High-powered incentives stand high on the list of policy instruments that should improve

the performance of organisations. In this paper, we have addressed the questions (1) which

types of workers self-select in �rms with low- or high-powered incentive schemes and (2)

whether �rms perform better if they increase the power of their workers� incentives in

situations where workers can self-select. We have answered these questions using a labo-

ratory experiment. We have observed that the more a subject trusts or the more reciprocal

she is, the more likely she is to opt for a �rm with low-powered incentives. Moreover,

production decreased once we confronted subjects who chose low-powered incentives with

high-powered incentives if the gains from cooperation are high, from the perspective of

both the individual and the team. Self-selection partly explains this �nding.
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The policy implications of our experiment are as follows. A (public) �rm may or may

not perform better if the power of workers�incentive schemes is increased, at least in the

short run.10 If the interdependency between workers is high and di¢ cult to observe, and

workers�incentive to cooperate is high in the case of a low-powered incentive scheme, a

higher-powered incentive scheme may imply worse outcomes. For example, one may think

of case managers at employment services, who often have to rely on their mutual expertise

to �nd suitable jobs for their clients. Similar interdependencies may exist between med-

ical doctors and between police o¢ cers. In contrast, if the gains from the unobservable

interdependencies is low, then introducing high-powered incentives is the preferred choice.

Another policy option is to strengthen the advantages of team pay, that is, develop sorting

mechanisms to attract reciprocal workers, or strengthen signalling mechanisms within the

organisation.

Finally, we wish to note that we used a very cautious design. Our subjects did not

have the opportunity to sort themselves into teams endogenously or to build reputation.

Free-rider problems could be alleviate if the subjects are able to form groups endogenously

on the basis of historical information or repeated interaction. These options remain open

for future research.11

10In the long run, employees who prefer low powered incentives may leave the �rm and �nd jobs that
better suit their preferences.
11Keser and Montmarquette (2009) is a promising �rst step.
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